[Activation of the sensorimotor cortex with the use of a device for the mechanical stimulation of the plantar support zones].
Studies of the control movements mechanisms have been performed in the interest of space medicine were the basis for the development of the concept about the leading role of the support afferent input in the regulation of postural-tonic system of mammals. Introduction of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) made it possible to investigate in-vivo brain mapping during stimulation of support afferent input. The aim of our study was to investigate brain activation due to mechanical support stimulation of the soles with the special device "Korvit". 12 healthy participants (6 women, 6 men; average age = 28.8 years) were scanned. fMRI protocol for each person consisted of 2 different blocked paradigms: soles stimulation in stance imitation (1) and slow walking imitation (2) modes. The results were analyzed with statistical program SPM5 for each person and then for the whole group. In all our paradigms there was significant (P(correct) < 0.05 for cluster level) activation of primary somatosensory, premotor and dorsolateral cortex, insula. During the stance imitation mode, extensive prefrontal cortex activation was observed; during the slow walking imitation mode there was activation of different primary and secondary sensorimotor cortex areas.